
emrecan.stl

Work by: Emre Can 
File name: emrecan.stl



Tom_Teapot.stl
Tom_Teapot_Lid.stl

Work by: Jonathan keep
File name: Tom_Teapot.stl and
TatAnt_Teapot_Lid.stl

I print these teapots with a 1.6 mm nozzle, layer height 0.6 mm (slice) and a double wall/two shells on a WASP 
delta printer but I am very interested to see what results other people get using other setups. The model files 
are scalable so you can make a one cup to six cup teapot. The default download scale is for a three to four cup 
teapot. All being well the lid will print in one piece requiring to be trimmed off and fitted once the clay is stiff 
enough to be handled. I have included separate lid files if the end of the print should go wrong or if you need to 
replace a broken teapot lid. (Just remember to scale the lid if you scaled the main print)

Note:



Work by: Sanver Özgüven
File name:vase18sanver.stl

vase18sanver.stl



Work by: Megumi Naitoh
File name: megumi_naitoh.stl

Drill bit, screw, screw bit

- this file is easier to print if it is 150 mm tall on z axis. Note:



Work by: Guillermo Silpituca
File name: jarronenespejo.stl

jarronenespejo.stl

Note:



Work by: Anna Andersen
File name: Anna_Andersen_jug.stl

Anna_Andersen_jug.stl

Note: Printed with 2 layers solid bottom, vase mode (or if you use cura spiralize the outer contour)



Work by: Geoff Flash
File name: Flowerbowl2

Hello friends,
I’ve attached my file and an image of how it leaves the printer (before) and the finished piece when the manipulation is finished (after).  
I got tired of all my pieces having flat tops because of the nature of the printer. I found that I could make my tops “undulate” by un-
folding the work, just using my thumbs on opposite sides of the bowl and gradually pulling it out. (see image for example results).
The size is approximately 15” wide and 9” tall.
 
I use a 3D Potterbot printer to get a firm piece that will allow hand work without distorting. If anyone has any questions I can be 
reached at geoffflash@juno.com
My hope is that this entire email will go out to all of the printers on the list.
Thanks,
Geoff Flash

Note:

Flower Bowl



CC_Alterfact.stl

Work by: Alterfact
File name: CC_Alterfact.stl

Note: We slice in 1.1mm layer height, and not sure how it will work with other heights....



Latitudinal Segment

Work by: Geoff Booras
File name: GB_CeramicsCommons



Work by: Bryan Czibesz
File name: Madar Bogre Rescan.stl

Madar Bogre Rescan


